Collection of Resources Shared During Presentation
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- [Vancouver kissing couple – original video](#)
  - YouTube, June 18, 2011
- [Overlooked Vancouver video shows “Kissing Couple” was knocked down by riot police](#)
  - New York Times, June 24, 2011
- [LAMPcamp](#)
  - YouthandMedia.org, July 2011
- [Same image, different story](#)
  - Berkman Klein Center for Information & Society at Harvard University, November 2012
- [How technology disrupted the truth](#)
  - The Guardian, July 12, 2016
- [Big media companies and their many brands – in one chart](#)
  - NPR, October 28, 2016
Post Truth: Fake News and a New Era of Information Webinar

- **How we broke democracy**
  - Medium, November 2016
- **Quiz: Can you spot the fake news stories?**
  - BBC, November 16, 2016
- **News outlet info graph**
  - Vanessa Otero, December 16, 2016
- **Fake news workshop**
  - School of Information Sciences, The iSchool at Illinois, February 1, 2017
- **Nicole Cooke’s fake news/alternative facts/critical literacy Pinterest board**